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the reverend arthur cleveland coxe obamas choose rising stars to paint their official portraits - both
artists have exhibited widely, but this presidential assignmentamounts to a coup as they follow in the footsteps
of artists like gilbert stuart, whose portraits of george washington are considered masterpieces. obamas
choose rising stars to paint their official portraits - obamas choose rising stars to paint their official
portraits kehinde wiley and amy sherald will paint the former president and first lady for the smithsonian’s
national portrait gallery by kelly crow oct. 13, 2017 10:41 a.m. et the smithsonian’s national portrait gallery
has commissioned a pair of rising-star artists—new york’s kehinde wiley and baltimore’s amy sherald—to paint
its ... obamas choose rising stars to paint their official portraits - the smithsonian’s set of presidential
and first-lady portraits remains distinct from the white house’s own collection of portraits, though. it was the
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